Senderos is a Sales, Marketing and PR agency representing a portfolio of authentic and award winning travel
experiences across Latin America. Our partners offer discerning travellers unique and remarkable
accommodation, expeditions and hospitality including estancias, rainforest and remote jungle lodges, expedition
vessels and small upmarket hotels – from the Galapagos to Antarctica, Brazil, Peru, Ecuador, Argentina & Chile.

New from Senderos partners for 2015/2016:
De Pablo a Violeta – Santiago, Chile

If you’ve been to the tango shows in Buenos Aires, you’ll have a good idea how the heady blend of food, poetry, song and
dance blends perfectly in South America in a way that is hard to imagine anywhere else!
De Pablo a Violeta introduces this concept to Santiago, creating a ‘dinner show’ mix of the unique flavours, music and
theatre of Chile in an evening of innovative entertainment. Set in an old manor house in the Barrio Bellavista, De Pablo a
Violeta is inspired by a famous conversation between Nobel Prize winning poet Pablo Neruda and the folk music of Chilean
composer Violeta Parra, in which they talk about opening a restaurant together. Pablo was to take care of the cuisine,
Violeta would be responsible for the entertainment. We are sure they’d love this interpretation of the project they never
managed to complete. The atmosphere is relaxed and interactive with guests moving from room to room, as if they are at
a house party - only this one is directed by the distinguished Chilean actor Daniel Muñoz. De Pablo a Violeta is modern and
fun, offering all of Chile’s cultural and culinary heritage in one night: from traditions of the Atacameños, passionate dances
from Easter Island, and gauchos playing guitar, while guests are served upscale Chilean cuisine alongside traditional
favourites such as oysters, scallops and Patagonian lamb on the spit.
From August 2015 there’ll be a party with friends waiting for you in the heart of Santiago!

MV Origin from Ecoventura – Galapagos, Ecuador

In Jan 2016, when the MV ORIGIN makes her maiden voyage, she will be the newest and most comfortable 20 passenger
yacht operating in the Galapagos Islands. Origin will combine modern sophistication and a high level of comfort and
service, with quality guided land excursions in small groups, gastronomical experiences, exciting physical activities and a
dose of natural history and science, providing guests with a life-enriching experience. On board will be two expert
naturalist guides and a concierge to attend to guests every need. Meals will be gourmet, with indoor and al-fresco dining

and there will be an open bar policy. Facilities will include: Sun deck with Jacuzzi, wet bar, BBQ, Spacious social areas,
satellite TV, ten cabins with panoramic windows located all on one deck Fitness centre with cardio equipment, masseuse
(additional charge), kayaks and stand up paddle boards, wet suits and snorkelling equipment, cabins cleaned twice daily
and a laundry service.

Hotel Luciano K - Santiago, Chile
This winter one of Santiago’s favourite buildings rises from the ashes in Barrio Lastarria as the fully restored 38 room
boutique hotel Luciano K.
Named after the cult Chilean architect Luciano Kulczewski who designed this architectural gem, this brand new hotel has
more than a touch of “Ghostbusters” about it: originally constructed as an art deco style apartment block, with a locally
loved gargoyle leaning down from the roof - several former residents even claim the building has artistic powers!
This project comes from the team behind the Santiago boutique hotel experience that is Lastarria, and it will to appeal to a
discerning clientele who love high design, great style, arresting architecture and service that comes with remarkable
attention to detail. A blend of old character and new design the hotel will have a lobby, bar and restaurant on the first floor
with a terrace overlooking the park, a spa centre, a heated lap pool on the top floor and a 300 sq metre rooftop terrace
and bar and amazing views to the park and Plaza Italia. The building was once the tallest in Chile and the first to have
central heating and an elevator, and the sympathetic restoration showcases the original elevator ‘capsule’. Original marble
staircases, tiles, wooden doors and Luciano Kulczewski’s signature art deco features have all been brought back to their
former glory, whilst guest rooms have been stylishly re-imagined in modern decor.
Hotel Luciano K is scheduled for a soft opening in November 2015. So if you are in Santiago: “where you gonna stay?
Luciano K!”

Galapagos Safari Camp, Galapagos Ecuador
**Renovated Safari Tents** Things just keep getting better at Galapagos Safari Camp! Nestled in the wild highlands of
Santa Cruz Island Galapagos Safari Camp has led the way in bringing the African safari style luxury tented camp to South
America, allowing guests on the Galapagos Islands to get closer to nature, but not compromising on comfort or style. The
camp has a fresh look for Oct 2015 with nine fully renovated safari tents offering the highest levels of accommodation.
Each spacious new tent will be over 300 sq.ft, has a sliding glass door entry, custom made furniture and twin or double bed

configuration. In addition to cupboards, desk and fan/heater, there are sofas and ceiling fans. Each en suite bathroom has
the addition of a ceramic tile floor with plentiful hot showers and flushing toilets. The large private balconies, with
hammocks and chairs to make the most of the stunning view of the Pacific Ocean, have been doubled in size! Additionally
Galapagos Safari Camp has a family suite ideal for parents with young children, and an infinity pool.
Galapagos Safari Camp customers love the flexibility, customisation and privacy on offer and the camp is always striving to
innovate. This year the journeys and services in the "safari collections" have been redesigned to strengthen the exceptional
experiences on offer. There are now two land based Galapagos options: customised (classic safari, family safari & dive
safari, with VIP airport services) or set departures of 7, 4 or 3 nights. Two types of pre & post cruise combinations are
available, each with a minimum of 2 nights. One includes accommodation, full board and transfers, all with VIP services.
The second is the same as the first, with the addition of guide, driver and any land activity the client wishes to have in
Santa Cruz. Two types of extension packaged can be added: Galapagos mini modules including trips to Isabela, diving, more
nights at Galapagos Safari Lodge with added excursions on boats, air & land.

Tierra Hotels – Chile

Living up to their ‘adventure spa’ philosophy, Tierra Hotels are offering special benefits to guests taking part in sporting
events San Pedro de Atacama, Chiloé or Torres del Paine. The special all-inclusive program just for you includes a carb
loading dinner the evening before the event, transport to the starting and finishing points of the competition, lunch box on
the day of the race, a post activity massage (30 minutes) and 20% discount off your stay!
First to benefit will be participants in the Patagonian International Marathon on Saturday 26th September 2015 in the
Torres del Paine, with the Atacama Crossing in October and Volcano Marathon in November, followed by the MD Deserto
Do Atacama in December. Good luck to all those taking part – you’ll certainly deserve your Tierra Hotels pampering!

Scalesia Lodge – Galapagos, Ecuador

From the owners of Sacha Lodge, Casa Aliso and Hacienda Piman in Ecuador, comes an exciting new way to stay in the
Galapagos. Opening on July 15th 2015 Scalesia is a luxury lodge and tented camp is based on the African safari concept,
where guests sleep under canvas allowing them to be fully immersed with the natural world. Nestled within 16 hectares of
Scalesia forest, the lodge offers incredible views of the coast and out onto the Pacific Ocean – best enjoyed in the evening
with a sundowner! Designed to connect guests with nature, the 16 luxury tents are all beautifully furnished in a clean and
contemporary style, all complete with their own en-suite bathrooms. Meals are a mixture of local and international dishes,
prepared with only the freshest ingredients. Specialist guides lead the all-inclusive programs, of 3, 4 and 7 night’s length,
with a wide range excursions including snorkelling and visiting volcanoes, in search of the wide range of wildlife these
islands are famous for. Scalesia is perfect for families and kids who will love the pool and trip to Isabela Island’s turtle

breeding centre which also rescues and rehabilitates the famous Galapagos giant turtles before they are released back into
the wild.
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Representing:
Polar Latitudes Antarctica, Estancia Huechahue Argentina, Finca Valentina Argentina, Hosteria El Peñon Argentina, Hotel Puerto Valle
Argentina, Socompa Argentina, Caiman Ecological Refuge Brazil, Casa Cairucu Brazil, Cristalino Lodge Brazil, Fazenda Catuçaba Brazil,
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